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The most important institutions affectingland infonnation include the office ofTributacion
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ITCO was organized in 1962 as a result of the agrarian refonn law 10/61. The
organization started with colonization efforts then moved into land titling. The main thrust of land
titling has been to "give concrete recognition to the possessory claims of thousands of small
medium farmers who in good faith have settled on publiclands the past 100 years" (Salas, 1970).
ITCO's land titling program was organized in 1969 to provide defacto titling; plans were made to
coordinate with the cadastre via contracting out work to the Geographic Institute, so that titled
parcels would have geographic coordinates (Salas, 1970). ITCD's own land survey work parallels
the physical cadastre: 1) engineers do surveyingfollowingaerial photos on the ground; parcel are
given identificationnumbers a cadastral map, then title is recorded after legal testimonials (Moyer,
1980). During 1966-69 ITCD issued 2093 titles, while in 1972-7620,462 parcels were titled
(Moyer, 1980).
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Attempts at modernizing the fiscalcadastre were supported by a USAID cadastral loan in
1964. The idea was to map nearly 65% of the total land area (especiallyin the Central region)
(Goldstein, 1974). Newly-created IGN/US lAGS geographic infonnation would serve tax
collection and other purposes. Yet "problems of reconcilingthe cadastre-generated records with
the existing property tax list, and problems maintainingthe cadastre during conversion of the
system" quickly arose (Goldstein, 1974). By 1968, 160,00properties were mapped and 149,000
appraisals made. Yet these fieldassessments couldn't be reconciled with the existing tax records
as cadastre parcel numbers couldn't be matched to older tax records indexed by owner; ultimately
only 60,000 new valuations were estimated (ibid).
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Currently, the "Department of Direct Contributions" manages the Costa Rican property
tax system. Several agrarian taxes exist in Costa Rica, including ad valorem taxes over land, a
territorial tax paid whether the property is inscribed or not, and a tax on unused lands (Salas and
Barahona, 1973). The territorial tax is based on the owner's declared value of a lot. The first
10,000 colones of value are tax-free, then a rate of .8% to 1% scaled value is charged. In the
sixties the first exemption applied to 78% of the country's property owners (Norman, 1960. This
taxing was reinforced by Law 7509 in 1995. Costa Rice also has a tax for increases in property
value associated with new public works and a secondary road tax for the municipalities.
By 1988, land taxes brought in only 1% of the total tax revenue, with this part earmarked
to local government expenditures (Strasma, 1988). It was proposed to use a small part of the
property tax revenues to help fund the cadastral survey; but then delays in 1988 to contract out
new modernization work occurred, and the idea was lost (ibid). However, property taxes may be
gaining some popularity. Some rural dwellers view a land tax receipt as a sign of tenure security;
since owners must pay a tax, its receipt evidences ownership (Salas, 1970). Holding a surveycatastro map is a sign of legally-recognizedownership and provides security since possessors feel
confident about the parcel size and boundaries (Salas, 1970).
In June 1995 new legislationwas enacted to establish land taxation at the municipal level.
Communities will now be able to collect taxes and retain a good portion of the income generated.
The National Cadastre office will be providing close coordination and support to the
municipalitiesas they try to implementthe new tax program.
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Already several problems have surfaced. First, tax is based on property value. But no
information is really available on property values. The system is relying on self-declared values,
and there is no penalty for claiminga low property value or not declaring. Under stipulations in
the law, property owners are taking the view that they can simplydo nothing for four of five years
and effectively avoid the tax entirely. Another defect of the new legislation is a lack of
implementation capacity at the municipallevel. Scarce computers and personnel are spread
thinly. To address this, the new property tax framework provides that the cadastre can retain 3%
of all income generated from its support of municipalitiesover the next three years. This is
meant to be a temporary cost-recovery mechanismfor the cadastre to support enhanced land
information and property tax collectionefforts in general.
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IGN is responsible for aerial photography in Costa Rica; it maintains aerial cameras,
photographers, and technicians but does not have its own aircraft (Campbell, 1980). IGN also
possess national base maps (in 4 quadrants) of 1:200,000 scale, and 24 smaller maps of 1:50,000
scale which have proved compatible to link up to remote sensing data (Brown, 1983). These maps
are of high quality, and the maps of 1:50,000 now exist for the entire country. Indeed
researchers often use Costa Rica's 1:50,000 topographic map series in Lambert projection as a
common reference system to register other data sets (McClintock,1992; Campbell, 1980). The
IDA (Instituto de Desarrollo Agrario) also has a country-wide land tenure map within the same
1:50,000 coordinate system.
The original aerial photography for the Costa Rica surveyingproject in 1970 had scales
used by the fiscal cadastre of 1:10,000, 1:5,000 and 1:2,000, depending on area; but the titling
efforts needed accuracy with ground control follow-up (Salas, 1970). In addition, the
government has a nearly-complete set of black and white aerial photographs of 1956 (1 :60,000)
and 1981-82 (1:25,000 and 1:30,000)(McClintock, 1992). And maps of 1:10,000 are available
for all metropolitan areas, with additionalmaps of 1:1,000 for about 25% of the urban areas. The
National Cadastre has established 34 first order points across the country, with four base stations.
Approximately40% of the cadastral system is now automated. However, only about 10% of the
maps have actually been digitized.
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C. Costs and Maintenance
Early Costa Rican estimates of conventional topographic surveying were set at $4.2/ha., if
the work was tied into geographic coordinates (Salas, 1970). Newer resource inventory projects
have found aerial topographic maps to be cheaper than using Landstat data, but still expensive. In
one case the costs of producing airphoto-derived maps was approximately $2,550 per map or $
5.101km2(Campbell,1980).
D. Staff and Technical Capacity
Some individual GIS/remote sensing projects have trained Costa Rican staff A 1979 pilot
project provided instruction to pilots in aerial photomapping, field trips for professionals to US to
learn about remote sensing, and on-the-job training in ground truth techniques (Campbell,1980).
ID. Details of the Property Reeistrv System
A. Origin and Purpose
The Registry was given its missionin 1865 when proof of ownership was legally defined
as recording a title in the Public Registry (Salas, 1970). Today Costa Rica's automated property
registration system is perhaps the most advanced in Central America and is considered by many to
be one of the best in the Western Hemisphere. The "National Registry" falls under the Justice
Ministry and has four main offices: (1) The Public Registry, which deals with land transactions;
(2) The National Cadastre, which provides a physicalor graphic representation of real estate; (3)
The Intellectual Property Registry; and (4) Registry of Vehicles and Moveable Property Liens.
There is only one National Registry for the entire country. This means that persons must come to
the capital city to record their transactions. This has been identified as a problem by registry staff,
and work is underway to decentralize access. Many municipalities,and law firms and private
businesses, have installed a modem-based system with read-only remote access to the National
Registration.
Property registration nation-wide is based on the folio real system. There are no other
parallel registries. While the Public Registry system is parcel-based, the registry still provides only
constructive notice to the public of a transaction: it does not guarantee property rights. In this
regard, it is more similar to a deeds system than a pure Torrens system. This is true for Costa
Rica despite the fact that accurate survey informationappears to exist which could provide the
basis for much greater security for property owners.
B. Methodology and Productivity
Traditionally, deeds-sale contracts were drawn up by notaries, who kept one copy while a
second certified copy was sent to the Registry, and a third to the cadastre for boundary
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verification (Ward, 1960). However, this description of boundaries rarely included the
monumentation established by the IGN (Ward,1960).A land titling process was required before
entering documents in the registry; the process was meant to take four months yet ended up
taking four years and costing 48 colones/ha. (includinglawyers'fees and survey and court
inspection) (Salas, 1970). The tardiness and incompletenessin these procedures led to calls for
registry reform by the seventies.
Donor-support projects, such as AID Loan 022, were meant to computerize the land title
records following three steps:
1) the individual'spresentation of all documents, with evidenceof land tax payment
2) the payment of a transfer tax (a percent of sale value)
3) the payment of recording fees (Moyer,1980).
The actual "registry reform" impetus began within the professional associations, and in
April, 1979an automatedsystemwas inaugurated.Plannersaimedto moveCosta RicaITomthe
Spanish to the German-type registry system (similarto that in Argentina) (IGDN,1987). A
computer would create property files as a public document and generate a large file to process all
information. Documents would be microfilmedfor security. Each file includes the province,
canton, district, antecedent, person/parcel ID, IGN map number, cadastral map number, land use,
fiscal value, area, reason for change, borders, owner name, sale price, date, tenure, mortgages,
and microfilmlocation (ibid). Data previouslykept on microfilmwere digitized.
..

By 1980, the computerized system operated in Limon, Heredia. It has been estimated that
with this new system registrars can enter 30-40 titles daily each, for a total of about 1,000
documents daily. In 1980 ITCa believedit could do 1000 titles/month with each title taking three
months and delays in 40% of the items (Moyer,1980). In the computerized system turnaround
time for recording a document could be one-two days (Moyer,1980). However, the system is
indexed by name as a Folio Real system (real property), not completelyin the Torrens method.
Currently, about 90% of all past transactions are in the automated system. Thus, new
transactions are greatly facilitated, unless they fall in the 10%that is not yet automated. To
record a transaction usually takes less than fifteen business days. Most of this depends on
whether a cadastral map exists, which takes eight days to produce.
c. Costs and Maintenance
The minimumfee for deed registration is about $3.30, usually less than 1% of property
value (Boletin, 1974). Titling costs have been estimated at $14.20/ha., with great amounts in the
isolated Atlantic area (Moyer, 1980); earlier estimates using conventional topographic surveying
were only $4.20/ha (Salas, 1970). Although ITCa covers the surveyingcost, the owner pays for
the title in a down payment and second mortgage; not until full payment is made will the title be
transferred to the Public Registry, and ITCa continues to regulate mortgages and transfers
(Moyer, 1980).
..
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The National Registry is not only self-financing,it also contributes great sums to the
national treasury. There is a 3% tax on the transfer of Real Estate through Law 21743 of 1992.
And there is a registry tax for recording real property conveyances of 5 colones per each 1000
value. Having said that, many of the products sold are provided to the public far below cost of
production. In this regard, the National Registry functions as a subsidy to the public and private
sectors. The Assistant Director of the Public Registry reports that the Minister of Justice is
seeking to review this policy.
To maintain'the data the Folio Real is microfilmed,and the original is stored on the second
floor of the registry office in San Jose (Moyer, 1980). Regarding the ITCO titling project, one
observer noted that "quality control appears adequate; the microfilmfiches well stored, with a
storage capacity for 250,000 fiche; and the fiches well-indexedfor public use" (ibid, p.26).
However updating the microfilmtechnology has been slow and expensive, as employees did not
use digitalization and scanning, so sharing data with remote users was not possible (Herrera,
1991). Currently the San Jose registry office is air conditioned, clean and secure. Backup copies
of computerized transactions are stored in three locations: on site, at another location in the
country, and a final set overseas.
D. Staff and Technical Capacity
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Employees are paid on a public sector pay scale. Most remain for years and appear to have
excellent qualifications. Further on-the-job training programs hav~been implemented. The
stable workforce includes both men and women even in technical and management areas.
IV. Coordination of the Cadastre and the Reeistrv
Today, there is no computer link between the registry and the cadastre although the
offices sit adjacent in the same building. This is due in large part to the lack of any parcel
identifier system to move ITomone data base to the other. Linkage can only be done by attaching
a parcel map to documentation for a land transaction. To take advantage of the work by the
cadastre, the registered properties being sold or mortgaged often are presented with the cadastral
map attached. The identifier defect is recognized, and plans are underway to establish a
computer link between the two systems in the next five years or so.
V. Other MPLIS Land Information Sources
A major effort is now underway to construct a multi-purpose cadastre, using the current
registry and survey information as a base. This new effort, composed of five phases, has only
now just begun. Over the next decade, this system should be fully implemented. The project is
being coordinated between the Dutch and the Costa Rican governments; each part is supporting
half of the project costs in the form of financing,personnel, and infrastructure.
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